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Easing Markets: 

The Westcoast continues to stay relatively cold for OB TL carriers and only the LA market out of CA has stayed consistent out
of that region.   

 
 
LTL 
Clear Lane recently went through a systems upgrade and has had issues with service delays and tracking. Many of the problems have
been resolved, but issues are still happening and delays are very common at the moment.  
 
The winter weather over the last several weeks is still impacting large areas of the Midwest and Southeast. Delays are common in those
areas as carriers attempt to dig out from their backlog.  
 
Embargoes: 

Central Freight: Freight going into Northeast Partner points including states: MA, RI, NH, ME, VT, CT, NY, NJ, PA, DE, DC, MD
Central Transport: Large number of zip codes across the country having service issues 
Clear Lane: Temporary CA Surcharge on shipments moving to CA, AZ & NV  
Dayton: IB only to St. Louis & Indianapolis service centers. No shipments 10klbs or greater
Dohrn: IB into PLY (IN) terminal. IB/OB into MSP (MN) terminal
Estes: OB LA Basin Area & IB/OB for various zip codes. IB/OB PA & NJ
Holland: Limited # of zip codes embargoed across country due to capacity 
N&M Transfer: IB to IN & 490-495 (Lower MI) and OB IN and OB 490-495 (Lower MI) 
R&L: IB to BSD (Boise), LSV (Las Vegas), POR (Portland), RNO (Reno), SLC (Salt Lake), SWA (Seattle), TAC (Tacoma), UMT,
CHI (Chicago), HST (Houston)

OB from AHM (Anaheim), FON (Fontana), LAX (Los Angeles), LGB (Long Beach), SDG (San Diego), SFN (San
Francisco) 
IB/OB BIR (Birmingham), CHI (Chicago), DCA (Decatur), DET (Detroit, ELG (Elgin), MKH (Joliet), SBI (Indiana) 
No shipments 10klbs or greater

SEFL: Capacity embargo put in place to help alleviate network for the following zips: 
OB: 226,228-229,244,299,304,313-315,333,355-358,380-381,386,704,723 
IB: 226,226,229,244,287-288,299,304,313-314,330-331,333,355-358,370-373,377-379,384-385,387,389-394,396,400-
402,427,471,700-701,703-704 

Standard Forwarding: IB/OB ANK terminal which is Iowa and some parts of IL 
UNIS: Halting all interstate shipments until further notice   
YRC: Limited # of zip codes embargoed across country due to capacity
Roadrunner: IB into Kansas City
Daylight: Weight restrictions of 7499 lbs for Chicago and all of California 
MME: OB MPS Terminal (Minneapolis) 
SAIA: MSP Terminal (Minneapolis), DSM (Des Moines) LA Basin Area 

 
 
 

Please continue to contact marketing@globaltranz.com should you need assistance crafting responses to specific customer
inquiries.      

 

Thanks!    

 

GlobalTranz Marketing Team
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GlobalTranz Team:   
   
Below, please see the latest market updates from across our branch network. Please inform, consult, and educate your customers,
prospects, and teammates on current market conditions.
 
TL
Challenged Markets: 

Some of the worst flooding since 2010 hit the Tennessee Valley over the weekend. Just a few days later, more rain is coming
back. The next round of wet weather will hit Tuesday night and Wednesday, dumping up to another 3 inches of rainfall in some
areas. The flooding won’t likely have major impacts on freight markets down the road, but drivers, shippers and receivers should
expect temporary delays. 
Crete Carriers, Forward Air and Shaffer Trucking are three more large carriers to announce an increase of driver pay. They are
among a long list of major carriers who have increased their driver pay and benefits to boost their recruitment with drivers. These
increased wages and rising fuel costs are going to be major factors in the summer spot pricing.  
National van truckload tender rejection rates have exceeded 20% since early August and the national Outbound Tender Reject
Index shot back over 28% this week, near its peak value around Thanksgiving of this past year. This indicates demand continues
to outpace capacity. 

 
See current market conditions:


